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A SEQUENTIAL DUAL METHOD
FOR THE STRUCTURED RAMP LOSS MINIMIZATION ∗

Dejan Mančev

Abstract. The paper presents a sequential dual method for the non-convex structured
ramp loss minimization. The method uses the concave-convex procedure which trans-
forms a non-convex problem iterativelly into a series of convex ones. The sequential min-
imal optimization is used to deal with the convex optimization by sequentially traversing
through the data and optimizing parameters associated with the incrementally built set
of active structures inside each of the training examples. The paper includes the results
on two sequence labeling problems, shallow parsing and part-of-speech tagging, and
also presents the results on artificial data when the method is exposed to outlayers. The
comparison with a primal sub-gradient method with the structured ramp and hinge loss
is also presented.

1. Introduction

Support vector machines (SVMs) [18] usually assume a convex loss during the
optimization. The convexity contributes to an easier optimization which ends up
in the global optimum. The binary version of a SVM is extended to the structured
version [17] by optimizing the structured hinge loss and retaining its convex prop-
erty. Structured classifiers allow better incorporation of features into the learning
procedure since they can deal with the connections between parts the structure
is made of, which results in better recognition results in comparison to standard
binary and multiclass classifiers. Over the last decade many algorithms adapted
to structured version have been written, such as the Perceptron algorithm [5],
the passive-aggressive algorithm [7], the sequential dual method [1], the Pegasos
algorithm [14], etc.

In parallel, there has also been work on non-convex losses. The non-convex
ramp loss is defined in [6] for binary classification with the aim to avoid that
examples with a higher hinge loss become support vectors. In this way, a sparser
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model is created which has computational benefits. They use the concave-convex
procedure (CCCP) [22] to optimize the non-convex loss. In order to improve the
training time, the online version of SVM with the ramp loss is presented in [20],
which also uses the CCCP with the strategy of an efficient working set selection.
With the similar aim, [9] uses the CCCP in combination with procedures from
LaSVM solver [2] to get an online solver with a significantly lower training and
classification time. This area continues to be developed with other approaches and
move in different directions such as introducing a smooth ramp loss [19], using
linear programming for ramp loss SVMs [3], introducing heuristics to handle a
mixed integer non-linear optimization for the ramp loss on larger datasets [4], etc.

In addition to a growing interest in the ramp loss in binary classification, there
has been research, in parallel, for the corresponding methods in the structured case.
The paper [8] introduce a structured version of the non-convex loss. In difference
to the binary case, in the structured case we do not have a direct reduction of
support vectors and a significant decrease in runtime. The presented advantage
of the non-convex structured loss in [8] happens in the scenario in which the
labels are noisy and when for each example there is a large set of labels which
are (almost) as good as the label in the training set. This better performance of
the structured ramp loss is due to the fact that it is upper bounded and that the
noisy examples can be discarded when the error is too large, as opposite to the
unbounded structured hinge loss. Next, three different types of structured ramp
losses are presented in [11], which are successfully applied to problems in machine
translation. The algorithm uses a combination of the CCCP with the stochastic
sub-gradient descent for the parameter optimization.

In this paper, we present a sequential method for the optimization of one of
the formulations of the structured ramp loss in dual space. After the applica-
tion of the CCCP, the convex problem is optimized in dual space by sequentially
traversing through examples one at a time, in a similar fashion as the sequential
dual method presented in [1]. We present experimental results on two sequence
labeling problems and also check the behavior of the structured ramp loss on noisy
data.

2. Preliminaries and ramp loss characteristics

Let D =
(
(xn, yn)

)N
n=1 be a training set, where each input xn has the corresponding

output structure yn. The set of all possible structures over xn is denoted by Y (xn).
In case of sequence labeling, for example, xn ∈ XTn represents an input sequence
of length Tn and Y (xn) = YTn , where Y represents a set of possible labels for
an element of the input alphabet X. The problem of minimizing the regularized
empirical risk over the set D is

(2.1) min
w

J(w) = min
w

1
2
‖w‖2 +

C

N

N∑

n=1

ℓn(w),
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where ℓn(w) represents a loss function on the nth example with parameters w. In
the case of the ramp loss, ℓn(w) is defined as

ℓ
Ramp
n (w) = ℓMM

n (w) + ℓC
n (w)(2.2)

= max
y∈Y (xn)

ℓ(w; (xn, y)) − max
y∈Y (xn)

ℓC(w;
(
xn, y)

)

= ℓ(w; (xn, ỹn,w)) − ℓC(w;
(
xn, yn,w)

)
,

where1

ℓC(w;
(
xn, y)

)
= max{0,−L(yn, y)−wT∆Fn(y)}, ℓC

n (w) =−max
y∈Y (xn)

ℓC(w;
(
xn, y)

)
,

ℓ(w; (xn, y)) = max{0, L(yn, y) −wT∆Fn(y)}, ℓMM
n (w) = max

y∈Y (xn)
ℓ(w; (xn, y)),

with ∆Fn(y) = F(xn, yn) − F(xn, y). The optimal structures ỹn,w and yn,w, in which
the parameters w can be omitted when there is no confusion, are defined as

(2.3) ỹn ≡ ỹn,w = arg max
y∈Y (xn)

ℓ(w; (xn, y)), yn ≡ yn,w = arg max
y∈Y (xn)

ℓC(w;
(
xn, y)

)
.

The function L(yn, y) represents the cost of assigning the output y to observation xn

instead of yn, while F(x, y) represents a global feature vector measuring the compati-
bility of x and y.

When introducing the structured ramp loss, [8] had the aim to improve the
results on data where the labels are noisy, and in the case when there are a lot of
structures which are as good as the original one. This relies on some important
characteristics which can be written for the ramp loss. First, from the definition of
the ramp loss, we can see its relation to the hinge loss ℓRamp

n (w) ≤ ℓMM
n (w), because

ℓC
n (w) ≤ 0. Next, the ramp loss can not be increased without the bound, as it is case

with the hinge loss, because the following inequality holds

(2.4) 2L(yn, yn) ≤ ℓRamp
n (w) ≤ 2L(yn, ỹn).

This can be easily seen by plugin structures yn and ỹn into the ramp loss definition

ℓ
Ramp
n (w) = L(yn, ỹn) −wT∆Fn(ỹn) + min

y∈Y (xn)
{L(yn, y) +wT∆Fn(y)}

≤ L(yn, ỹn) −wT∆Fn(ỹn) + L(yn, ỹn) +wT∆Fn(ỹn)
= 2L(yn, ỹn)

and

ℓ
Ramp
n (w) = max

y∈Y (xn)
{L(yn, y) −wT∆Fn(y)} + L(yn, yn) +wT∆Fn(yn)

≥ L(yn, yn) −wT∆Fn(yn) + L(yn, yn) +wT∆Fn(yn)
= 2L(yn, yn).
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Fig. 2.1: The ramp loss in the binary and the structured case. In the binary case
m(w) = t(wTφ(x) + b), where t ∈ {−1,+1} denotes a binary label, b represents a bias
threshold, whileφ is a nonlinear mapping from the input space to the feature space.
In the structured case we denote my(w) = wT∆Fn(y) and Ly = L(yn, y). The first
two panels in the middle represent the dependence of the hinge and the concave
loss on the scores my(w) for different structures y on the nth example, respectively,
followed by the representation of the sum of these losses for the two arbitrarily
chosen structures y1 and y2. The three bottom panels show the losses with certain
parameters w. In that case, the ramp loss is created by the addition of the hinge and
the concave loss for structures y′ and y′′, respectively, which are found through
the maximization with parameters w. Then, in the bottom right panel, the ramp
loss is between 2Ly′′ and 2Ly′ , i.e. the inequality 2Ly′′ ≤ ℓ

Ramp
n (w) ≤ 2Ly′ holds.
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In the case when the cost function is bound by one, i.e., L(yn, y) ≤ 1, ∀y ∈ Y (xn),
then we can write 0 ≤ ℓRamp

n (w) ≤ 2, which we have in the binary case. Figure 2.1
presents an illustration of the ramp loss in a binary and a structured case. In
the binary case, when the absolute value of classifier’s score m(w) is greater than
one, these examples do not become support vectors, which allows us to create a
more sparse and robust model as it was done in [20]. On the other hand, in the
structured case we have many structures inside one example, so for each y ∈ Y (xn),
we have a corresponding convex and concave function. However, in difference to
the binary case, the structured ramp loss is obtained by adding convex and concave
losses of different structures found during the inference with current parameters w.
So, the structured ramp loss is dependent on two structures defined with current
parameters and we cannot easily apply a removal of structures similar to [20] for the
binary case in order to create a sparse model. However, every point for the ramp
loss will satisfy (2.4), which can help the model to become resistant to structures
with noisy labels.

3. A primal-dual problem after the CCCP application on the ramp loss

With the ramp loss, we have the following optimization problem:

(3.1) min
w

{
1
2
‖w‖2 +

C

N

N∑

n=1

ℓMM
n (w) +

C

N

N∑

n=1

ℓC
n (w)

}
,

which we can optimize using the concave-convex procedure (CCCP) [22]. The CCCP
is an iterative optimization procedure which allows us to find the optimum of a
function which can be represented as a sum of the convex and the concave part.
At each iteration, it approximates the concave function with its first order Taylor
expansion at current parameters, and set the parameters for the next iteration as a
solution of the sum of the convex and the approximate concave part.

Let us suppose that we have a loss function J(w), which can be represented as
a sum of the convex Jvex(w) and the concave part Jcav(w). Using the CCCP, we get
series of following optimization problems

wt+1 = arg min
w

Jt(w,wt) = arg min
w

{
Jvex(w) +wT J′cav(wt)

}
.

Let us define the concave violation set as

Awt = {n : ℓC(wt;
(
xn, yn,wt )

)
> 0}.

1Note that this is only one of possible definition of function ℓC(w;
(
xn, y)

)
and the ramp loss, which

is discussed in [10]. In the [8] version we have ℓC(w;
(
xn, y)

)
= max{0,−wT∆Fn(y)}.
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In the case of the ramp loss, the previous CCCP iterations become

(3.2) wt+1 = arg min
w

{
1
2
‖w‖2 +

C

N

N∑

n=1

ℓMM
n (w)

︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
Jvex(w)

+wT C

N

N∑

n=1

∂wℓ
C
n (wt)

︸              ︷︷              ︸
J′cav(wt)

}
,

where ∂wℓ
C
n (wt) = ∆Fn(yn,wt )1[n ∈ Awt ], 1 is the indicator function with values

zero (one) if its argument is false (true) and yn,wt is calculated using parameters
wt. Each minimization problem (3.2) can be optimized using primal sub-gradient
methods, such as the structured Pegasos algorithm [14], or we can transform it to
the constraint optimization problem

wt+1 = arg min
w

Jt(w,wt) = arg min
w

1
2
‖w‖2 +

C

N

N∑

n=1

ξn +
C

N

∑

n∈Awt

wT∆Fn(yn,wt )

s.t. wT∆Fn(y) ≥ L(yn, y) − ξn, ∀n,∀y ∈ Y (xn).

By introducing Lagrange multipliers λn,y ≥ 0 for each structure, we get the La-
grange function

L(λ,w,wt) = Jt(w,wt) −
N∑

n=1

∑

y∈Y (xn)

λn,y

(
wT∆Fn(y) − L(yn, y) + ξn

)
.

From the KKT conditions [12], we get that at optimum the following must be
satisfied

w = u − v, u =

N∑

n=1

∑

y∈Y (xn)

λn,y∆Fn(y), v =
C

N

∑

n∈Awt

∆Fn(yn,wt );

∑

y∈Y (xn)

λn,y =
C

N
, ∀n; λn,y

(
wT∆Fn(y) − L(yn, y) + ξn

)
= 0, ∀n,∀y ∈ Y (xn).

Transforming the primal optimization problem into the equivalent dual one, we
get

min
λ

1
2
λTKλ − λTL − λT∆FTv(3.3)

s.t.
∑

y∈Y (xn)

λn,y =
C

N
, ∀n, λn,y ≥ 0,∀n,∀y ∈ Y (xn),(3.4)

where K is a kernel matrix defined with elements Kn,y,m,y′ = ∆Fn(y)T∆Fm(y′) for
every y ∈ Y (xn), y′ ∈ Y (xm) and L is a vector with elements Ln,y = L(yn, y), where
n,m ∈ {1, . . . ,N}.
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4. A sequential dual method for the structured ramp loss minimization

According to the constraints (3.4), we can restrict the optimization to only one
example. Using a similar technique as described in [15] we define αn which will
represent the changes in parameters λ on the nth example. Thus we will have
changes on the nth example described as λ′n,y ← λn,y + αn,y. After these changes,
the new parameters should be feasible, so they must satisfy λ′n,y ≥ 0, while the sum
of αn,y should be zero. Transforming the problem (3.3)-(3.4) by dropping all terms
that do not depend on αn, we get the optimization restricted to the nth example

min
αn

Dλn
(αn) = min

αn

1
2
αT

nKnαn − α
T
n(Ln − ∆FT

nw)(4.1)

s.t.
∑

y∈Y (xn)

αn,y = 0, λn,y + αn,y ≥ 0, ∀y ∈ Y (xn),(4.2)

where ∆Fn = [∆Fn(y)]y∈Y (xn), and Kn = ∆FT
n∆Fn is a kernel matrix for the nth

example. The parameter updates on the nth example can be represented as

w′ = w + ∆Fnαn.

The gradient of the dual function Dλn
(αn) with respect to αn is

(4.3) 1n = Knαn − Ln + ∆FT

nw

with elements 1n,y, which is used to express the violation of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions [12] for the problem (4.1)-(4.2) as

(4.4) max
y∈I0

1n,y > min
y∈Y (xn)

1n,y,

where I0 = {y ∈ Y (xn) : αn,y > −λn,y}. Since all elements of αn outside the working
set are equal to zero, i.e. αn,y = 0, ∀y ∈ Sn, the elements of the gradient can be
represented in the following form

(4.5) 1n,y =
∑

z∈Sn

αn,zKn,y,z − L(yn, y) +wT∆Fn(y),∀y ∈ Sn.

Building the working set First, we need to find a sequence which minimizes
the gradient of dual function (4.3). When we start processing the nth example, all
parameters αn,y are equal to zero and we have that

(4.6) arg min
y∈Y (xn)

−L(yn, y) +wT∆Fn(y) = arg max
y∈Y (xn)

ℓ(w; (xn, y)) = ỹn.

From the previous formula, we see that structure ỹn can be found by applying the
standard augmented Viterbi decoding using the parameters w = u − v. Once the
structure is found, the working set of the nth example Sn = {y ∈ Y (xn) : λn,y > 0}
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is incrementally built by adding the structure ỹn according to (4.6), in a similar
fashion as described in [1]. After that, we can rewrite the KKT condition violation
(4.4) with precision τ restricted to the set Sn

1n,y′′ > 1n,y′ + τ,(4.7)
y′ = arg min

y∈Sn

1n,y, y′′ = arg max
y∈I′0

1n,y,(4.8)

where I′0 = {y ∈ Sn : αn,y > −λn,y}. Note that when we start processing the nth
example, y′ would be equal to ỹn, which will not be true for further iterations on
the nth example, since we extend the working set Sn only when we start processing
the nth example. The parameters inside each set Sn will be optimized using the
sequential minimal optimization [13], where the step size is derived further.

Step size Let h be a vector where hy′ = 1, hy′′ = −1 and all other elements are
equal to zero. We can write

Dλn
(αn + δ̃h) = Dλn

(αn) + hT
1nδ̃ +

δ̃2

2
hT∇1nh

which is reduced to

Dλn
(αn + δ̃h) = Dλn

(αn) + δ̃(1n,y′ − 1n,y′′ ) +
δ̃2

2
‖∆Fn(y′) − ∆Fn(y′′)‖2

because of the definition of h. We seek δ̃ which minimizes Dλn
(αn + δ̃h) and thus

we set

0 =
∂

∂δ̃
Dλn

(αn + δ̃h) = 1n,y′ − 1n,y′′ + δ̃‖∆Fn(y′) − ∆Fn(y′′)‖2

and get the unbounded step as

δ̃ =
1n,y′′ − 1n,y′

‖∆Fn(y′) − ∆Fn(y′′)‖2
.

Now, we want δ̃ to be bounded to δ in order for the change in parameters to be
feasible. At that time all parameters are feasible, and we want to make a change

αnew
n,y′ = αn,y′ + δ, αnew

n,y′′ = αn,y′′ − δ(4.9)

that must satisfy that new λn is also feasible, which means that

(4.10) λn,y + α
new
n,y ≥ 0, ∀y ∈ Y (xn).

From (4.9) and (4.10), we get a step which must satisfy the following conditions

λn,y′ + αn,y′ + δ ≥ 0, λn,y′′ + αn,y′′ − δ ≥ 0,
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which gets us the upper and lower limit for the step size

−λn,y′ − αn,y′ ≤ δ ≤ λn,y′′ + αn,y′′ ,

and the final step as

δ = max
(
−λn,y′ − αn,y′ ,min

(
λn,y′′ + αn,y′′ ,

1n,y′′ − 1n,y′

‖∆Fn(y′) − ∆Fn(y′′)‖2

))
.

The pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 1. We initialize primal-dual pa-
rameters to the zero vector. The algorithm can also start with the given initial
weights retrieved from the minimization of the hinge loss as it is done in [8]. Since
L(yn, y) > 0, for all y , yn, and L(yn, yn) = 0, all structures yn,0 with parameters
equal to zero will be equal to original structures yn because

yn,0 = arg max
y∈Y (xn)

ℓC(0;
(
xn, y)

)
= arg max

y∈Y (xn)
−L(yn, y) = yn

and, thus, the first CCCP iteration will represent the optimization of the hinge loss.
In this way, during the first epoch the parameters have been initialized with the
hinge loss for the next epochs. Note that this initialization is due to the definition
of the ramp loss, and with a different formulation, as presented by [8], the previous
will not hold and in that case the parameters must be explicitly initialized.
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Algorithm 1: Sequential dual method for structured ramp loss

Input : Training data: D =
(
(xn, yn)

)N
n=1, parameter C ∈ R+

Number of epochs: P, Number of CCCP iterations: T
Output: Model parameters: w

1 w← 0; λ← 0;
2 Sn ← {y

n}, λn,yn ← C/N, ∀n = 1, . . . ,N;
3 for p← 1 to P do
4 A← Ø ;
5 for n← 1 to N do
6 yn ← arg maxy∈Y (xn) ℓC(w;

(
xn, y)

)
;

7 if ℓC(w;
(
xn, yn)

)
> 0 then

8 A←A∪ {n};

9 v← C
N

∑
n∈A ∆Fn(yn);

10 w← w − v;
11 for t← 1 to T do
12 for n← 1 to N do
13 ỹn ← arg maxy∈Y (xn) ℓ(w; (xn, y));
14 Sn ← Sn ∪ {ỹn};
15 SMO(n, Sn, w, λ);

Procedure SMO(n, Sn, w, λ)

Local constant: KKT tolerance τ

1 α← 0;
2 repeat /* SMO over the set Sn */

3 kkt satisfied← false;
4 Kn,y′ ,y′′ ← ∆Fn(y′)T∆Fn(y′′), ∀y′, y′′ ∈ Sn; /* kernel matrix */

5 1n,y ←
∑

z∈Sn
αn,zKn,y,z − L(yn, y) +wT∆Fn(y), ∀y ∈ Sn ; /* gradient */

6 y′ ← arg miny∈Sn 1n,y;
7 y′′ ← arg maxy∈Sn :αn,y>−λn,y 1n,y;
8 if 1n,y′′ > 1n,y′ + τ then /* if KKT cond. not satisfied */

9 δn,y′ ,y′′ ← (1n,y′′ − 1n,y′ )/(Kn,y′ ,y′ − 2Kn,y′ ,y′′ + Kn,y′′ ,y′′ );
10 δ← max

(
−λn,y′ − αn,y′ ,min

(
λn,y′′ + αn,y′′ , δn,y′ ,y′′

))
; /* bounded step */

11 αn,y′ ← αn,y′ + δ; αn,y′′ ← αn,y′′ − δ

12 else
13 kkt satisfied← true;

14 until not kkt satisfied;
15 λn,y ← λn,y + αn,y, ∀y ∈ Sn ; /* change dual parameters */

16 w← w +
∑

y∈Sn
αn,y∆Fn(y); /* change primal parameters */

17 Sn ← Sn \ {y : λn,y = 0}; /* remove inactive structures */
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Fig. 4.1: The results for the hinge and the ramp loss for the SDM and the stochastic
Pegasos algorithm. The three left panels represent the results for shallow parsing,
while the three panels on the right represent the results for POS tagging. The x
axis represents the number of epochs for the hinge loss, and for the ramp loss it
represents the total number of epochs through data (the number of outer epochs
P multiplied by the number of the inner CCCP iterations T), while the y axis
represents the F-measure and accuracy for the left and right panels, respectively.

5. Experimental results

In this section, we present a comparison of the ramp loss and the hinge loss. First,
we will make a comparison on two real sequence labeling problems, the shallow
parsing [16] on the CONLL-2000 corpus2 and the part-of-speech (POS) tagging on
the Brown corpus3. After that, we will present the results obtained on artificial
data, where the data is created by modifying the corpus for sequence labeling by
adding outlayers in different percentage.

Compared algorithms and notation We will compare the sequential dual method
(SDM) with the ramp loss and the SDM with the hinge loss [1]. In both versions,
we do not use any additional heuristics to control the growth of the working set.
We also include a structured Pegasos algorithm [14] for comparison. To avoid
oscillations during the learning process, we have applied parameter averaging for

2http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2000/chunking
3http://khnt.aksis.uib.no/icame/manuals/brown/
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Shallow parsing
Method Loss Reg. T # epoch F-measure

SDM Hinge Cd = 10−1 – 100 96.084
SDM Ramp Cd = 10−1 10 4 96.076
Stohastic Peg Hinge λ = 2 · 10−3 – 30 96.041
Stohastic Peg Ramp λ = 2 · 10−3 5 7 96.072
Stohastic Peg-WP Hinge λ = 10−3 – 100 96.082
Stohastic Peg-WP Ramp λ = 10−3 10 10 96.086

Pos tagging
Method Loss Reg. T # epoch Accuracy

SDM Hinge Cd = 10−1 – 200 95.292
SDM Ramp Cd = 10−1 20 4 95.216
Stohastic Peg Hinge λ = 10−4 – 200 95.065
Stohastic Peg Ramp λ = 10−4 20 10 95.079
Stohastic Peg-WP Hinge λ = 2 · 10−3 – 200 95.320
Stohastic Peg-WP Ramp λ = 2 · 10−3 20 10 95.319

Table 5.1: The results for the hinge vs. the ramp loss and their corresponding param-
eters (regularization parameters, the number of training epochs, and the number of
CCCP iterations for the ramp loss) obtained from a 5-fold cross-validation for each
dataset. For all algorithms, the results are presented with averaged parameters, so
the avg prefix is omitted in the algorithm name. The parameter Cd = C/N denotes
the regularization parameter for SDM, and λ = 1/C is regularization parameter
used for Pegasos algorithms in [14].

all algorithms and we will denote such algorithms using the prefix avg. When
the learning process assumes only the addition of feature vectors multiplied by
an argument, parameter averaging can be easily implemented as presented by [5],
while in case we need to scale the feature vector, which is the case for the Pegasos
algorithm, parameters averaging can be implemented using linear transformation
as described by [21]. With the suffix -WP, we will denote that the Pegasos algorithm
is used without the optional projection step.

Results on real data In order to select the regularization parameter for further
experiments, we perform a cross-validation. We use the 5-fold cross-validation to
find the optimal parameter for each method separately, and then we employ this
optimal parameter in a test scenario. Table 5.1 provides the results on both datasets
with the corresponding parameters selected via cross-validation. For the hinge
loss during the cross validation, we selected the best pair of the regularization
parameter and the number of training epochs up to 100 (200) for shallow parsing
(Pos tagging), choosing between {10, 20, 30, 50, 100} epochs (including 200 for POS
tagging). During the cross-validation for the ramp loss, we selected the number of
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Fig. 5.1: The hinge loss vs. the ramp loss for shallow parsing on a dataset with
artificially generated outlayers. The y axis represents the F-measure, while the x
axis represents the percentage of examples from the CONLL-2000 corpus which
are changed to outlayers. The bars corresponding to 0% on the x axis indicate the
results for chunking on the corpus without modification.

CCCP iterations between {5, 10, 15, 20}. The number of epochs is selected in order
that the product with the CCCP iterations be up to 100 for shallow parsing (200 for
Pos tagging). In parallel, the dependence of results through epochs with optimal
parameters is presented in Figure 4.1. Both from Table 5.1 and from Figure 4.1,
we can notice that the results for the ramp and the hinge loss are similar for
each algorithm on both datasets. The SDM reaches its highest results faster with
the fewer numbers of epochs, while Pegasos without the projection step provides
higher results on both datasets. The results through epochs are very close for the
hinge and the ramp loss and we cannot see the advantage of the ramp loss on these
corpora. Only the Pegasos algorithm without the projection performs a little bit
better with the ramp loss on the shallow parsing problem.

Results on artificial data Since the ramp loss should be helpful with noisy ex-
amples, we will test the previous algorithms on this kind of data next. For this
purpose, we modified the CONLL-2000 corpus by changing the labels of randomly
chosen examples. We chose a portion of examples and changed their labels ran-
domly. With this approach, such portions of examples became outlayers. Four
artificial datasets were created, where randomly chosen portions of 5, 10, 15 and 20
percent of examples were affected by changing their labels. Figure 5.1 shows the
results for the hinge versus the ramp loss for the SDM and the Pegasos algorithm
depending on the percentage of outlayers added to corpora. We can see that all
algorithms with the ramp loss perform better than the corresponding ones with the
hinge loss when the learning process includes noisy examples. This is expected as
the ramp loss is upper bounded, and outlayers do not make such big changes in
parameters as the hinge loss can.

The results on artificial data show us that both the SDM and the Pegasos algo-
rithm with the ramp loss clearly show an advantage over the hinge loss, which can
be useful in real problems with noisy data. On the other hand, the performance
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on two sequence labeling problems indicates that the algorithms perform similarly
with the ramp and the hinge loss. In that case, the hinge loss has the advantage
since it does not need additional decoding and it is easier for the optimization.

6. Conclusion

The paper presents a sequential dual method for the structured ramp loss. The
non-convex structured ramp loss is optimized using the concave-convex proce-
dure (CCCP). During CCCP iterations, the approximated ramp loss is optimized
by sequentially traversing through data and incrementally building an active set of
structures whose parameters are optimized using the sequential minimal optimiza-
tion inside each example. The presented results on sequence labeling problems and
the comparison with sub-gradient methods indicate that the ramp loss provides
similar results to the corresponding method with the hinge loss. On the other hand,
when methods are exposed to outlayers during the learning procedure, the ramp
loss consistently provides better results.
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